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Links between information types
High-level links
• Explicit links: items linked by folders based on categories (e.g., projects, 

clients)
Detailed links – links on the event level
• No explicit links – even when possible!
• Implicit links created by recorded and remembered contextual information

Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

Subject Population 
l 12 participants with diverse occupations: an office manager,    

3 business owners (finance, web site design, hi-tech), 2 working 
graduate students (engineering manager and user interface 
designer), and 2 consultants (research and information 
visualization).

Method
l Each participant was interviewed in person  
l 8 participants received 2 electronically distributed questionnaires 

before the interviews: 
1) on personal information organization, with 25 questions
2) on personality type – web form designed by Keirsey and 

based on Myers-Briggs Type Indicator http://keirsey.com

Abstract
We explore the use of personal information management (PIM) 
tools over time. A short field study was undertaken to examine 
relationships between tools and the information life-cycle. We 
propose the use of four information types: prospective, 
ephemeral, working and retrospective. We outline relationships 
between PIM tools, email and different information types. This 
framework can be used to explain problems users have with 
handling information.

Four information types as determined by temporal reference

Email Handling Strategies
Handling messages with respect to filing:
• First handle an email message, then file it (Filing = Archiving)
• First file, then handle a message (Filing = Task structuring)
These strategies reflect relationship between filing and using email as an 
external prospective memory. 

Prospective & Ephemeral Information in Email
Dealing with prospective information in email messages
• Re-flagging of messages
• Bringing “to-do” messages into main view
• Repeated reviewing of messages: checking for emails that require handling
Dealing with ephemeral information in email messages
• Creating visual reminders in an email program and externally (e.g., on 

computer desktop)
• Ephemeral information handled as prospective information

Usage of PIM tools and Email
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• PIM tools seem to be used according to traditional divisions of 
functionality, and with the four information types. Supporting 
information flow between tools requires better integration of 
tools that facilitate information transitions and linking. 

• Email is often used for purposes it was never designed for.  
Email system designers should take such discovered uses into 
consideration. 

• We observed some relationship between personality styles and 
the use of email folders. Further studies are needed to 
determine dependencies between: 1) personality style, 2) 
organizational environment, 3) user roles, and 4) email use.

PIM tools and email organize people’s external memories, so they
should be designed to reflect the actual life-cycle of information in 
different tasks. Further research is needed to fully understand 
information life-cycle, so that information is managed according to 
time flow. Tools should guide users over time, providing timely 
reminders that are integrated with users’ tasks. 

PIM Tools
Certain PIM tools are “time aware” (e.g., calendars), however:
• PIM tools are not well integrated
• information flow between the tools is disturbed
• information flow over time is not well supported

Time “awareness” in PIM tools and Email

Email
Email is used to handle prospective information but it does not 
provide appropriate support to users: 
• no reminders
• no time structure for handled-by deadline
Email does not handle ephemeral information well
• opportunistic reminding does not scale up
• no information “expiry” date
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